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Iris Data Services Releases ISIS –  Managed Services Software Provides Automated 
Evidence, Storage, and Project Tracking  

Managed Litigation Services Company Enhances Process Management Tools 
    
 
NEW YORK, January 28, 2013 — Iris Data Services, a leading provider of managed litigation services, 

announced today it has released the Iris Storage Information System— ISIS, a comprehensive 
discovery management application. Fully integrated with Iris’ leading eDiscovery process 

management tool, Iris eBoard, ISIS gives Iris Discovery Management clients the ability to easily 

manage and allocate their physical and electronic storage across multiple platforms. Iris Discovery 
Management includes discovery consulting, eDiscovery processing, data hosting using the industry 
leading kCura Relativity platform, data analytics, and attorney document review. Iris Data Services is a 
leading supplier of discovery solutions including electronic discovery, managed litigation services, and 
document review technologies including kCura Relativity, Relativity Analytics, and Relativity Assisted 
Review. 
 

“Iris eBoard is the foundation of daily processing and project management for Iris Discovery 
Management customers,” said Major Baisden, president of Iris Data Services. “Iris eBoard tracks and 
generates reports for every stage of electronic discovery, showing Production and Project Managers 

the real-time status of every phase of discovery, all viewable from eBoard’s comprehensive 

Dashboard. Iris Storage Information System— ISIS, adds true matter management to this powerful 
process management tool.   
 

“Iris Discovery Management customers enjoy the flexibility of having multiple tiers of storage. ISIS 
manages all physical and logical evidence, the data processed during electronic discovery, and the 

resulting data sets,” continued Baisden. “ISIS gives Case Managers a real-time snapshot of exactly how 
much data they are managing and the locations and types of that data for any given project (i.e. 
evidence locker, processing drives, review hosting storage, archives, etc.). Further, they can then set 
policies to manage the movement of that data; thus saving high-cost storage for active cases and 
using lower cost storage for dormant matters. 
 

“Iris eBoard and ISIS are essential process management tools for every Iris managed services client. 
They give case team’s complete control over their processing environment, putting production 
control and data tracking at their fingertips,” summarized Baisden. “These workflow tools are the ‘glue’ 
for our managed services clients, giving them complete control over their discovery infrastructure and 
process.” 
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About Iris eBoard Project Management 
Iris eBoard Project Tracking monitors and reports detailed information on all matters in production. 

Iris eBoard centralizes all project details including communication, production tracking, evidence 
tracking, reporting, project management, equipment & personnel allocation, error tracking, team 

member training, quality control, and billing. Iris eBoard is fully customizable and tailored to fit the 

client’s specific work environment and project flow. There are multiple “stages” within Iris eBoard 
containing project tracking, auditing and QC steps within each stage. Production Engineers and Case 

Managers use Iris eBoard to follow every step of the production process using these detailed “stages” 

of Iris eBoard that outline every process. Each data point records who completed each step. These 

stages and detailed steps are process, production and QC focused. Iris eBoard also to tracks errors 
found in QC allowing managers to hold team members accountable, as well as provide feedback and 
ongoing training. 
 

About Iris Storage Information System — ISIS 
The Iris Storage Information System (ISIS) is a case matter management system tailored to the 

unique challenges of eDiscovery. ISIS allows case teams to inventory all matter evidence and data 
stores, create an online chain of custody for every piece of physical and logical evidence association 
with a matter, set policies to automatically move data across storage tiers, and track project history. 

ISIS constantly maintains status information on all data kept on all network storage volumes (drive 

and volume information, directory location, data size information, access history, etc.).  ISIS keeps 
running totals of data sizes not only in traditional measures such as gigabytes and terabytes, but also 
by the number of documents and the number of pages, essential information in document review 

planning. ISIS also has a programmable notification system that allows the client to define and setup 
notification rules when certain data thresholds and milestones occur based on the size, age and/or the 
stage of production of all data occupying storage on the system. 
 

About Iris Discovery Management 
Iris Discovery Management (DM) is a managed services platform for law firms and corporations who 
are dissatisfied with the internal capital and overhead expense or the continual investment and time 

spent outsourcing discovery needs. Iris Discovery Management blends best of breed solutions and 
technical expertise with the ability for litigation departments to evaluate current electronic discovery 
spend, ultimately increasing their client serving abilities. Unlike outsourcing every discovery service or 
paying higher capital investment to keep it internal, Iris has assembled a subscription-based package 
that includes discovery consulting, forensics collection & culling, eDiscovery processing, data hosting 
using the industry leading kCura Relativity platform, data analytics, and attorney document review. 
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About Iris  
Iris Data Services is a leading supplier of discovery solutions including electronic discovery, managed 
litigation services, and document review technologies. Lead by recognized experts in electronic 
discovery and document review, Iris continually strives to defensibly reduce the amount of reviewable 
data on every matter. As a Premium Hosting Partner and Certified Reseller for kCura Relativity®, Iris’ 
extensive document review expertise includes complex search consulting, computer-aided review 
technologies, and experienced attorney review teams. Iris’ discovery experts, project management 
team, and use of technology have combined to make it one of the fastest growing companies in the 
industry. In 2011 Iris Data Services made the Inc. 500 list of the fastest–growing private companies in 
America, making Iris the fastest growing eDiscovery company in the United States. Iris is 
headquartered in Kansas City and maintains offices throughout the United States and Asia.  For more 
information about Iris, please visit www.irisds.com. 
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